Revenue Discovery &
Recovery
How Much Business Tax Are You Not Collecting?
New businesses open and close all the
time, making it difficult for local
governments to get an accurate count of
active ones and their business license and/
or tax liabilities. Many jurisdictions make
their best determination based on the
number that register and pay for their
licenses or their taxes, but this approach
allows many businesses to go unnoticed.

Avenu’s Discovery & Recovery solution finds
revenue that cities and counties would
otherwise forgo. We identify shortfalls in
revenue, alert taxpayers about it and
facilitate payment. With more than 900
government customers using Avenu, our
methodology and scalable processes have
been proven in jurisdictions large and small.

35 Years of Business
Tax Experience
Avenu’s process combines data analysis
techniques and business intelligence tools
with our expertise as tax consultants. We
start by compiling an inventory of entities
subject to taxation and compare them
with your business registry. Then we apply
your taxation requirements to identify the
ones that have taxable nexus but are noncompliant. With your approval Avenu takes
next steps to notify the businesses and
recover the tax revenue. This mix of
technology and skills results in both more
immediate and future revenue because of
better compliance from your taxpayers.

“Well-run cities need sustainable revenue, and Avenu’s
tools and expertise enable us
to identify and take advantage
of new revenue opportunities.”
- Jeff Downes, city manager,
Vestavia Hills, Alabama

Best Practices from Avenu’s Discovery & Recovery Team
• Identify non-complying businesses
• Provide detailed status reports
• Notify businesses of obligation and
recover taxes and fees
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• Maintain dialogue with businesses to
ensure future compliance
• Accept payment to Avenu only when
revenue gets recovered
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Pay for Results, Not Possibilities
Avenu not only extends your capabilities in
revenue management, we do so cost
effectively. You only pay us when we
recover revenue. In the meantime you get
regular reports on non-complying
businesses, their liability and what has
been paid.

With this no-cost advantage you can focus
on your primary role of running the
government and delivering services.
Furthermore, a revenue recovery program
promotes a fair, uniform application of
taxes and leads to more informed budget
decisions.

The Avenu Difference

A Partner to Local Government

Avenu provides local governments with
ways to achieve more predictable revenue
that supports growth, fuels modernization
and ensures compliance with mandated
but underfunded programs. Avenu’s
revenue enhancement and administrative
solutions find and recover taxes, license
and permit fees that cities and counties
struggle to collect. The insights and
improved fiscal posture enables
governments to deliver expected services
and sustain a high quality of life for
residents. To learn more visit
www.avenuinsights.com.

Customers put their trust in Avenu because
of our experience in many tax types, local
ordinances and policies. Our high customer
satisfaction and renewal rates are directly
linked to this knowledgebase, our
responsiveness to queries and issues, and the
professionalism of our staff when interacting
with taxpayers.
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